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 Oct 9th  Early Years at ‘Riverside’ Original footage taken by the late Wally Gammage – Talk 

given by his son Keith. 
 Nov 10th  ‘Poppy Run’ at Riverside – 10.00am Start. 
 Nov 13th  Don Cottle a Visit to Japan in 1979 1980 
 Dec 11th  An evening meal with friends. 
 2003 
 Jan 1st   Frostbite 
 Jan 8th   Talk by Bob Clist  ‘A Few Loose Connections’. 
 Feb 12th  ‘40 Years as an engineer’ - A talk by Robin Wallace-Simms. 
 Mar 12th ‘Robot Wars’ A talk by Robin Hoad (postponed from 2002). 
 March 26th  AGM Commencing at 7.30pm. 

 
All meetings are normally held at the Royal British Legion, Manor Branch, Bullar Road, Bitterne Park, 

Southampton on the SECOND Wednesday of each month at 8.00p.m. 

 

Important Notice Regarding the Payment of Subscriptions 
 Now that the Registry of Friendly Societies comes under the Financial Services Authority, the 
regulations are being tightened up somewhat. Non compliance by companies and those that are clubs and thus 
registered can be subject to large fines. 
 There is a grey area in our own sphere in that the collection of membership subscriptions has not been 
entirely in accordance with the Society Constitution in that the lateness of some members (Not Many) in 
submiting their subscription after the due cut-off date has been overlooked (purposely?). 
 In our own small Society this possibly has not mattered, because there are bigger fish out there in which 
the Authority will take a great more interest. Nevertheless the Treasurer signs letters, which perhaps has been 
treated as a formality, admitting that documents are in order when submitting the accounts to the auditor. 
Remember everything is alright until something goes wrong, when investigations are started. 
 Now that the cat is out off the bag because it can be read above that there is an impending change of 
Treasurer. It would be as well to start off on the right foot and support the new Treasurer and the Membership 
Secretary by rendering subscriptions in due time. 
 At the committee meeting on 5th May it was agreed that the cut-off date is 28th February each year. 
Subscriptions received after this date will be classified as in arrears and late paying members would then be 
treated as “new” and to pay the joining fee of £1 as well, but not the £1 share as this is issued in perpetuity. 

Subscriptions are due on the 1st January 
 
Copy for the December Newsletter to be sent handed/thrown at me at the November meeting please. 
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Chairman’s Report 
Safety 
 Speaking to everyone for the sake of a very few. I have noticed when persons are seen near the track 
driver/s will sound the whistle horn/ horn – so far so good – however, on occasions if the persons do not move 
the driver will continue without power being shut –off relying totally on repeated sounding of whistle/ horn. If 
person/s do not move away from the track after the first whistle please shut-off power and commence braking in 
order to stop clear should person/s not move. The whistle/ horn should continue to be sounded during this 
braking period. ALSO if you are near a track and hear a whistle/ horn sounded please look to see if you are the 
person who is required to move.  
Raised Track – Sunday Running 
 Situation seems to be about the same. Some additional locomotives have made an appearance, thank 
you. In the main it seems to be the regular few who are the main stay – THANK YOU very much. 
7¼” Track 
 The three additional Preparation/Disposal Ramps are fully completed, with the ‘hard standing’ concreted 
between them. Paving slabs displaced by the extension of the container will be used for ‘hard standing’ around 
the perimeter of these ramps. 
 Sunday running is better attended than raised track with locomotives giving a good variation of Motive 
Power, very nice, again Thanks. 
General 
 Southampton Council have attended to the trees near Turntable. One which was well dead in the major 
part of its core is now very dead having been ‘pruned’ approximately 4 inches (oops should that be 100mm) from 
ground level. The other tree has its crown well and truly thinned out letting in a considerable amount of daylight. 
 I have realised not everyone is aware of the fact our turntable has a slight curve to it. In one position 
both ends will align with siding tracks, however go through 180 degrees and this is not so – Check Check Check. 
 Handicap day, do not know quite what to make of it. One group did not arrive, a second group left early, 
the remaining group seemed most grateful. Helpers who came with the groups did not seem to help very much, 
or did I miss something? 
 June 2nd, this is when the heavy boys are at Hemsby. 
I was fully prepared to see the track close. Only a few were about during the morning. Then as two o’clock 
approached as though by magic the station became fully staffed. Thanks to members, relatives and friends, a 
good afternoon. 
Parent and Toddler 17th July 
 Well what can I say? If you were not there you missed a great day with excellent weather. Approximately 
480 parents and toddlers arrived at 9.30 catching most of us (SSME) unawares and somewhat unprepared. 
Present were nine locomotives (including one 3½” which showed a clean pair of wheels) plus one standby in 
7¼”. Running started around 10.00 and, lunch break excepted, trains ran fully loaded until 2.30. No sooner were 
passengers unloaded when trains immediately re-filled and were away. At 2.30 parents were leaving to collect 
older children from school, passengers swiftly thinned out and train running ceased. Without wishing to see 
anyone blush I feel our members, wives and helpers went home proud and pleased with a most enjoyable day, a 
great effort. 
 I honestly never knew there were so many children about, is there something in the water??? 
 
 Well that’s another lot off my chest, all the best. 
 
 

Yours Eric Moxham 

 
 
 

No Trains Day 2002 
Merlin Biddlecombe 

 The second ‘No Trains Day’ was held on the 15th June at the Riverside Park a little better weather than 
last year although a little chilly wind in certain parts of the Park. A total of Eight engines arrived one 2” one 
Suffolk Dredging Tractor 3”, one Steam Lorry, two 3” Burrells, two 4½” Burrells and one 4½” Foden Steam Lorry. 
 The length of run from Cobden Bridge to Wood Mill is quite a distance 1½ - 1¾ miles I would guess so 
around trip is quiet enjoyable even the grass is not too bumpy. At lunchtime Paul Clarke and Co driver drove to 
‘Charlies’ chip shop at Cobden Bridge for a very large portion of chips for which I believe we have to thank Brian 
Collyer Sausages and Burgers and rolls courtesy of the Society and cooked by ‘ Brummie’ Bill Richards. Bill also 
kept a cup of tea on the go so thanks to you Bill on behalf of us all. The whole event was put together by Paul 
and Brian so what ever you did do it again next year. 



 
Secretary’s Comments 

 
 We had a wonderful day with our handicapped friends, the weather couldn’t have been kinder to us and 
this year the group from Waterside were able to stay for the whole day. It was great to meet up with old friends 
and to meet some new ones too. The group from Bonhoime weren’t quite so receptive this year but I think that it 
was down to their helpers and not the visitors themselves. One of them had a problem and had to return home, 
you can imagine his surprise when he took a taxi back to Riverside to find his friends had already departed! Our 
other group were not able to attend due to illness which created staffing problems and they had to close the 
house for several days until they could cope again. 
 I have asked Paul to print the letters we have received thanking everyone who took part that day for 
making it such an enjoyable day. 
 The following weekend was a sad but joyous occasion for my family and me as we celebrated the 40 th 
Anniversary of ‘Riverside’ and the 90th year of our Society. Dave would have been so proud of the outcome and I 
think the postponement did benefit us as we had more loco’s in attendance over both days than we normally 
have at our Spring Open Weekend. Although not all on the track at the same time we did have forty loco’s there. 
 It was a tremendous sight when I signalled the Cavalcade to begin with all the passenger trolleys full to 
bursting and the loco’s blowing their whistles, the members of the public who could not get on stood in 
amazement at what took place. It was a wonderful culmination to what we had planed and I am sure our lads 
were looking down on us with pride as well, and they did hold back the rain for us too!  
 I would like to thank EVERONE for all their love and support in making the whole weekend an occasion 
for the members of our Society to be really proud of.  
 It has also be decided that as other Societies supported us on both days that perhaps it would be a good 
idea to have our Two Day Event on the last weekend in June every year in future. 
 The portable track event at Eling Tide Mill was extremely busy and did bring in some valuable money to 
the coffers. 
 As for the Southampton Parent and Toddler wow! What a day they had, the members who were in 
attendance have never been so busy and I was told that over 400 passenger rides were taken – this is an all 
time record for them – and the weather was absolutely glorious. I am sure there will be a write-up later in the 
newsletter.  
 For years now, at committee meetings prior to the AGM the subject of life members is always brought 
up. The one member whom we would like to honour is Ron Bray. However, as our Treasurer we could not do 
this under club rules. Our Ron has been the clubs Treasurer for thirty-one years and has done us all proud. He 
has now decided to hang up his account book and pen in favour of playing with his latest acquisition which we all 
realised that once Ron gets on the track we have to switch the points to get him back off again. The Committee 
as a whole and all the members a like, owe Ron a great debt of gratitude and we must now accept that he has 
earned his retirement from his Treasurers duties. He is now in the process of gradually handing over the paper 
work to Richard Reeves who will become our new club Treasurer. This will take a while for the transition to take 
place and Ron has said that he will always be on hand for any advice and help that he can give Richard or 
anyone for that matter. 
 Perhaps now that you will have a bit of spare time Ron we at long last see ‘Maisie’ on track – how many 
years has it been in the workshop? 
 All joking apart though Ron I want to give my own personal thanks to you for all your hard work and 
devotion to the Society and many more years to play to your hearts content at Riverside.  
 
 Monica 
 

The Anniversary Weekend 
Merlin Biddlecombe 

 
 This celebration the 40 years of the track and 90 years of the Club/Society turned out to be an excellent 
do. The weather was reasonable lots of members running their loco’s six visitors on Saturday and five on 
Sunday, Fifteen of our own engines on Saturday and twelve on Sunday. Although not all of them were steaming. 
It was nice to see several 3½” gauge engines running.  
 Also nice to see was the 5” 1500 of the late Bill Perrett kindly loaned for exhibition by Lena Perrett and 
grandson Gareth. This engine was the first to win I.M.L.E.C. twice in consecutive years, was of the first engines 
to run on the track 40 years ago regularly pulling 5-6 trolleys. Bill was heavily involved in the design and the 
building of the raised track and was known as ‘Foreman Bill’.  
 The exhibits in the marquee were a little on the sparse side. I thought more could have been brought in. 
Where are all the Stationary engines Tools, Jigs and fixtures etc. Years ago it was a problem finding room for 
everything now, well I will say no more! 

 These are my personal views and not those of the Southampton Society.  



Notes from Committee Meetings 
From Ron Bray 

 
Correspondence Received 
 Letters received from Derek Alford (Ascot) and Westlands MES re the ‘Two Day Event’ Letters of thanks 
from Waterside Gateway for their special day at the track (22/06/02) also letter of apology from Westwood for 
their non-attendance. 
Treasures Report 
 Eling portable track event made a good profit, as did the donations for food at the ‘Two Day Event’. 
Thanks to Monica for donating the majority of the food. This from David. 
Membership Secretary 
 Two new members enrolled at ‘Two Day Event’ 
Social Secretary 
 Most of the winter meetings now have an agenda. 
Track 
 The new member who is a surveyor has offered his services regarding the extension (to the clubhouse). 
This may well now be a metal clad timber, instead of steel framed. 
 The tree root growing under the 7¼” track will be dealt with by the Council at the end of the running 
season. 
 The crossing by the ‘Traverser’ will now be regarded as an “Accommodation Crossing” and members 
using it do so at their own risk. A suitable sign will be installed. 
 Member’s attention is drawn to the danger in standing between the two tracks at the station 
 There were over forty engines in attendance during the ‘Two Day Event’, so it was agreed that the event 
is held in future years during the last weekend in June. The week before that will be for the ‘Handicapped Day’. 
AOB 
 The extension of the clubhouse is a maintenance building, so it is agreed that it will not be used for 
storing engines. 
 The signalling system needs to be sorted out, when new funds are available. It is the intention to renew 
the plugs and sockets. 
 The subject of raising the passenger fare was raised and discussed. 
 A list of key-holders and boiler testers will be put in the risk assessment book. 
NB 
 Since compilation of these notes the Society has an offer of steel frames supplied F.O.C. for extension. 
 

Letters Received after the ‘Handicapped Day’ 22nd June 
Referred too in Monica’s part 

Westwood House 
Peartree Ave 

  
Dear Mrs Batt, 
 I am writing to you on behalf of all the children and staff at Westwood to apologies for our non-
attendance at the railway day of 22nd June. This was due to circumstances beyond our control. 
 However, please include us in next years day and other activities, the children do so enjoy themselves! 
Yours faithfully EJ Webb(Deputy Nurse Manager) 
 

Waterside Gateway Club 
Dear Monica, 
 I have been asked to write to you on behalf of all the members of the Waterside Gateway Club who were 
entertained last Saturday at the Club track. 
 We had our fortnightly meeting last Tuesday night and those members who were there last Saturday 
were full of it, telling the others what a great time they had and the nice people who were giving them rides on 
the trains etc. 
 From a personal point of view, I thought it was a wonderful day and I am full of admiration for the way 
the boys (and girls) at the track welcomed our disabled people. 
 Life is not always so pleasant for them as most of the general public are perhaps a little uncaring and 
maybe a little frightened of their condition, but as some of them demonstrated, they respond with genuine 
affection to kindness. 
 Some of them were already asking on the coach home, when we would be visiting the track again? 
 So I say to all members of the Southampton Society of Model Engineers and their wives, who helped out 
on the day, thanks very much for your time and effort and give yourselves a pat on the back for your much 
appreciated community sprit. 
Yours Sincerely 
Ivor Crook  (Waterside Gateway Club) 



Memories from the past 
Ron Blizzard 

Searching through some papers the other day I came across an old notebook containing various data 
about some of the vessels on which I once sailed. Having glimpsed through the contents I thought perhaps it 
might be of interest to some of the clubs members. 
 

One particular vessel was a small fuel carrying tanker, which was equipped with a Doxford two stroke 
opposed piston oil engine, comprising six cylinders each of 700 mm bore, the lower piston having 1340 mm 
stroke and the upper piston a 980 mm stroke. The displacement per cylinder was 893,200,000 cc and therefore 
for the engine as a whole 5,359,200,000 cc. as you can imagine slightly bigger than your average car engine. 
To make this a little more comprehensible the engine developed 9500 BHP at 115 rpm. The crankshaft was 600-
mm diameter having eighteen crank journals, in sets of three. The centre journal being driven by the bottom 
piston and the two side journals being driven by the top piston. The air inlet was supplied by two exhaust driven 
turbo blowers increasing the inlet pressure by a few inches. 

              
The top piston was connected to a beam which in turn was connected to the two side rods and thence to 

the journals each side of the centre journal. The cooling of the top piston was accomplished by means of flexible 
rubber hose held in place by two rocker arms. Here lies a weakness in the whole system, for the rubber hoses 
had a tendency to come adrift or split at the most inopportune moments causing the whole engine room to be 
sprayed with hot water at 180 degrees Fahrenheit. There was only one way to deal with this. Stop the only main 
engine, which of course is not a good idea when in stormy seas. There is no other choice as a piston without 
cooling water could mean a seized engine, dammed if you do! dammed if you don’t! 

 
General details are; 

Jacket cooling water 410 tons per hour at 40 psi.  
Lubricating oil system 330 ton per hour at 60 psi. 
The engine governor was of a simple type, shutting the fuel off to the engine at 125 rpm and re-
supplying it at 115 rpm. Which in heavy seas, with the ships propeller lifting out of the water, meant the 
engine hunted rather a lot which was a little disconcerting with so much ironmongery flying about.  
The fuel consumption was 1 ton/hour at 100 rpm. 
The fuel injectors were set to lift at 2,000 psi, each nozzle had six jets of 30 thou. Once the jets were 
worn to 33 thou they had to be renewed. 

 
To start this monster air was applied via air start valves one in each cylinder. There was an art in getting 

it started for you had to synchronise the application of the air, and as the engine rotated and the speed built up 
you had to remove the air and apply the fuel. If at any stage you were in a position of having air and fuel on at 
the same time the cylinder relief valves would lift, blowing all the rubbish accumulated at various places around 
the engine room down on top of you. In fact there was a forfeit to be paid for blowing the cylinder relief valves, 
one case of beer deposited in the mess room afterwards. There were circumstances when the beer was not 
necessary, for if you could catch the Chief Engineer doing his round at a spot on the middle platform then the 
beer was not needed, but a clean pair of under pants for the Chief Engineer certainly was. As the relief valve 
outlets were situated at the middle platform. 

 
In some ways this engine was reminiscent of steam engine days, as to check each cylinder’s output you 

were required to take an indicator card from each. This was not an enviable task as the indicator card machine 
got extremely hot by the time you had taken all the six. The card once taken had to be measured so that the 
area under the graph line could be worked out, from this you were able to tell the amount of power each cylinder 
was developing. Then it was possible to work out if it was possible to balance the output by adjusting the amount 
of fuel being injected. Also from this one could tell from the shape of the graph the condition of the piston rings, 
(are they leaking?) and turbo blower efficiency etc.  
 
 
 

July 13th Eling Reggata 
Merlin Biddlecombe 

 The portable track event at the Eling Sailing Club Regatta was very successful. Members running the 
track were John Lockyer and his Bagnell David Giles Ron Bray and Bill Richards. A good days’ steaming lots of 
passengers the weather was hot and sunny, what else can you say. I didn’t realise it was quite such a large 
event Brick-A-Brac stalls, bowling, coconut shy, and music. The Austin Healey Club were there and were they 
something to see. Lots for children and of course on the water the sailing boats. A very successful event for the 
Society and the Eling Sailing Club. 
 



Society Fun Day   17th August 
Ron Bray 

 A very warm sunny day – perhaps this may have something to do with the reason why not so many 
members/families attended – only twenty-six were apparently counted. Some members were away on holiday, 
others were attending other Society’s functions. 
 Those that were had a very enjoyable day. There were two 5” locomotives, three 7¼” locomotives and 
one 7¼” tram. As can be imagined, with so few it all went smooth and well and the only excitement was Ron 
taking bits off the locomotive and putting them back on again. Twice the fire was dropped, not an easy task, but 
then there was good reason to – malfunctioning injectors. Tapping bad language, cold water treatment all to no 
avail. Up the ramp and take’em off. What was found? One injector with two pieces of PTFE stuck in both cones, 
and its relevant clack full of soft lime-scale, leaving no lift for the ball and the delivery into the boiler (5/16” bore) 
almost completely solid. The other injector/ clack was dealt with similarly, but was not found so wanting. Perhaps 
it was just in sympathy with its partner? A good clean out in acid, all put back together and steam raised, and 
back on the track for a few more hours. Running continued well into the evening. It has been suggested that the 
Society should hold another Fun Day earlier in the year. What do the members think? Let us know please. 
 Many thanks must go to Mollie and the other ladies for their catering. 
 
(I Refer Ron to the Article in Vol 161 2000!  ed) 
 
 

Safety Valves a retrospective look. 
Paul Clarke 

ADD PICTURE IF POSS ASK PERMISSION FROM G SMITH.__  
After inspecting the safety valves on "Onward" after a stationary steam up at home prior to running at 

"Riverside" for the first time this year. I thought that the screw threads on the now 25 year old valves were 
showing signs of wear and that something needed to be done. Two options were available make an oversize 
taps to open out the 1/2 X26tpi thread, and make two new valves or off course carry on with the old ones. 

 After borrowing a "plug" tap to clean out the boiler bush and inspecting the results I decided that the 
boiler bush was in perfect order and that the wear had taken place on the valve thread. Inspecting these I found 
the threads to be tapered and truncated at the far end probably caused by years off use and the "chalk" caused 
by our hard water, acting as a grinding paste. Add to this the fact that I had noted the valves were only just 
clearing enough steam to pass the boiler test, i.e. pressure plus ten percent. A short time after this I had the 
pleasure of collecting with another member, an engine from the North of England. Whilst on this trip I mentioned 
that with Merlin Biddlecombe we were developing a "pop valve" only to be shown a drawing by Gordon Smith 
who had done the very same and even had articles printed in the modelling press.  

So as not to re-invent the wheel. A set off drawings and the suggested springs were purchased from the 
said gentleman. On arrival a test valve was made and tried on Dave Giles 9F it worked straight from the drawing, 
something which can not be said of most model engineering drawings. I therefore made inquires as to the 
correct valves for a "Simplex" which is what "Onward " is under the skin. Mr Smith replied very promptly and the 
enclosed springs were very different than those normally found in model safety valves, 0.026 wire and only 
about seven turns in three-quarters of an inch length. I shall not go into technical jargon here suffice to say they 
work very well. In fact the original valves were of 7/32” bore and did, but only just get rid of the steam generated 
in a clean de-scaled boiler. Now 3/16” bore valves get rid of all the steam generated and show no sign what ever 
of boiler "over pressure" being made let alone the ten percent latitude given by the Southern Fed. The secret is 
probably in the soft spring, which allows the ball to lift further from the seat. And not choke the flow from the 
boiler. 
 
Gordon Smith produces a range of drawings for various prototypes and can be contacted direct at the address 
below. Please remember that he is an individual who is not a trader and has no commercial reason for doing the 
work that he has done to date. He is very approachable but please don’t pester the poor fellow. A letter setting 
out what you are trying to do would be the kindest approach. He buys the springs in bulk to save the minimum 
charge trap set by commercial companies. By my calculations he makes a grand total of approximately 10% on 
each deal and that does not include postage. So as you can see he is not going to retire to the Bahamas on the 
model engineer who just wants a safety valve that works. 
 
Gordon Smith,Msc, - 52 Doveridge Road – Burton on Trent – DE15 9GD 
Tel :-   01283 546176  Please call at reasonable times. 
 
 
Many thanks to Gordon for letting me use this article in this newsletter and letting me print his address and 
telephone number. 
 


